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Abstract

A rigorous and systematic intercomparison of codes used for the retrieval of trace gas pro<les from
high-resolution ground-based solar absorption FTIR measurements is presented for the <rst time. Spectra
were analyzed with the two widely used independent, retrieval codes: SFIT2 and PROFFIT9. Vertical pro<les
of O3, HNO3, HDO, and N2O were derived from the same set of typical observed spectra. Analysis of O3 was
improved by using updated line parameters. It is shown that pro<les and total column amounts are in excellent
agreement, when similar constraints are applied, and that the resolution kernel matrices are also consistent.
Owing to the limited altitude resolution of ground-based observations, the impact of the constraints on the
solution is not negligible. It is shown that the results are also compatible for independently chosen constraints.
Perspectives for re<ned constraints are discussed. It can be concluded that the error budget introduced by the
radiative transfer code and the retrieval algorithm on total columns deduced from high-resolution ground-based
solar FTIR spectra is below 1%.
? 2004 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The global network of high-resolution ground-based FTIR spectrometers organized within the
framework of the network for the detection of stratospheric change (NDSC) [1–3] provides long-term
spectroscopic observations of many trace gases in the terrestrial atmosphere. Some of the stations
have already been in operation for several decades. The deduced time series are available via the
NDSC database and have been used successfully for trend analysis [4,5] and for the validation
of satellite experiments [6]. Various e1orts have been taken to assure high data quality and data
consistency, e.g. side-by-side intercomparisons [7–9], NDSC gas cells [10,11], and comparisons with
other instruments [12] and sondes [13,14]. The side-by-side instrument and total column retrieval
intercomparisons are a requirement of the NDSC at primary sites since quantitative comparisons of
total column data is a main objective of the NDSC. Retrieval code comparisons have also been
performed within the Infra-Red Working Group (IRWG) of the NDSC for the purposes of code
validation and consistency of analysis. These included extensive comparisons of total column retrieval
algorithms [15] and an initial comparison of pro<le retrieval algorithms [16].
An important element that is still missing in the algorithm comparisons is a systematic and com-

plete analysis of the error budget for pro<le data retrieved from these measurements. In this paper,
we analyze the impact of di1erent implementations of modeling the atmospheric transmission and
especially, of the retrieval algorithms. This includes the errors due to ray tracing, calculation of
absorption coeMcients, convolution with the instrumental line shape, numerical operations performed
in the course of the retrieval, and the a priori information introduced to constrain the solution. In
addition, discretization schemes for the continuous atmospheric variables are investigated, including
a careful discussion of the di1erent meanings of apparently similar sets of discrete quantities. An
optimized discretization scheme for ground-based retrieval work is proposed. In order to achieve
a realistic overall error estimation, we compare two completely independent retrieval codes. Both
codes, PROFFIT9 and SFIT2 are routinely used for the analysis of FTIR measurements at various
NDSC stations.
Here we present results of multiple retrieval tests on a single data set. Since the inversion of

trace gas pro<les from ground-based measurements is an ill-posed problem, the solution needs to
be constrained, and the deduced pro<le depends on the constraints applied. The constraints apply
expected features of the trace gas pro<le, e.g., the assumed typical variability of a partial column.
The results from individual reasonably assumed constraints applied with the respective codes are
compared <rst in a ‘blind’ case. The second more pertinent test of the retrievals is realized when
the variability due to the individually chosen a priori assumptions is removed by using equivalent
constraints in the ‘matched’ case. These results are further analyzed in greater detail. Empirical func-
tionals of general validity and usefulness for characterizing the compatibility of multiple solutions to
ill-posed problems are developed and applied to observational data. Not included here are the errors
due to the spectroscopic line parameters data, which have been chosen to be identical, nor due to
the assumed Voigt shape of spectral lines, since this assumption is shared by both codes. In the
<nal sections, several areas in the forefront of ground-based pro<le retrieval analysis are discussed.
These are full climatological covariances instead of simpli<ed constraints as has historically been
used, restrictions inherent to the use of Gaussian probability functions, and the applicability of pos-
itivity constraints. The rigorous intercomparison method presented here can serve as a guideline for
future code intercomparisons. In particular, it will enhance the applicability of the results from the
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NDSC network of FTIR instruments to validation of many current and future satellite borne remote
sensors.

2. Description of the codes SFIT2 and PROFFIT9

2.1. SFIT2

The SFIT2 code has its origin in SFIT1 [17] developed for ground-based retrievals of total col-
umn amounts. SFIT1 retrieves total columns of up to <ve species from nonlinear least-squares <ts
to individual spectra in a single microwindow by scaling a priori pro<les with single multiplicative
factors over all layers. Parameters can be included to model instrumental response (e.g., parameters
to model a wavelength shift or the variation of the 100% transmission level with wave number).
Calculation of absorption coeMcients and partition functions employs the algorithm described by
Norton and Rinsland [18]. Ray tracing is performed with the FSCATM program [19] with an
atmosphere extending from the surface to 100 km. Recent improvements to the ray tracing are
included [20].
The program was next modi<ed to allow <tting of multiple spectral intervals simultaneously. This

development was largely motivated by the far-infrared work of Carlotti [21], which showed the
improved information content achieved when <tting multiple spectral intervals simultaneously. The
approach was used for analysis of solar occultation spectra recorded by the ATMOS instrument
during its <nal Pight [22]. Fitting remained by nonlinear least squares.
SFIT2 is the extension of SFIT1 to retrieve trace gas pro<les which was developed jointly by

C. Rinsland of NASA Langley and B. Connor of NIWA Lauder, NZ. The forward model developed
for the ATMOS retrievals was retained along with the FSCATM ray-tracing algorithm. The nonlinear
least-squares algorithm was replaced with the optimal estimation algorithm used previously primar-
ily for microwave remote sensing. The formalism of Rodgers [23] is assumed, with modi<cations
based on a semi-empirical implementation [24,25]. This incorporates a climatological covariance by
specifying an assumed percentage variability of the a priori pro<le for each layer and a correlation
length which is de<ned as an exponentially decaying intercorrelation between layers. The constraints
imposed on the solution are weighted relative to the expected variance of the <t by specifying an
assumed SNR value of the measurement, which is an input variable of SFIT2. The SFIT2 algorithm
has been used in many previous analyses of ground-based high-resolution spectra [26–31].

2.2. PROFFIT9

The PROFFIT code was developed by Hase (latest software version is 9.0) [32]. The code is
available as Windows-executable program. The Rodgers optimal estimation technique is used. The
code is capable of handling general covariance matrices. For the eMcient construction of simpli<ed
empirical covariances, the formalism described by Tikhonov and Phillips [33,34] is used, enabling
the user to apply height-dependent constraints on the variability and the <rst derivative of the pro<le
with respect to height in each layer. The code also allows the application of a positivity constraint
on a selected pro<le in the retrieval vector. This is implemented by performing the inversion on the
logarithms of volume mixing ratios (VMRs). This option forces a narrowing of the solution space
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to physically meaningful positive VMRs. Minor interfering absorption features from other species
can be <tted out by scaling the VMR pro<les. The software also allows scaling of only certain
altitude intervals of a pro<le, minimizing bias of estimations of partial columns for weak absorbers
with dominant variability in certain altitude ranges, e.g., ClO. PROFFIT9 does not employ a <xed
a priori SNR value of the observed spectrum, it takes this information from the residuals of the <t
itself, performing an automatic compensation of quality variations in the measured spectra.
The radiative transfer code incorporated into PROFFIT9 is KOPRA [35–37]. KOPRA has been

developed for the analysis of MIPAS-Envisat limb sounder spectra. It has been compared extensively
with reference codes [38,39]. PROFFIT9 uses KOPRA’s ray-tracing algorithm for the calculation of
pathlengths and number of molecules in each layer, which uses a newly developed method that
circumvents the diMculties inherent to algorithms using Snell’s law [40].

3. Setup of the intercomparison

For the purpose of this intercomparison, spectra representing the typical quality of routine
NDSC-FTIR measurements have been selected. The spectra are described in detail in Section 3.1
below. The investigated species have been selected to cover a wide variety of species suitable for
pro<le retrieval work. O3 and HNO3 have been chosen to represent stratospheric species, i.e., species
with VMRs peaking in the stratosphere. The spectral signatures of O3 used are single lines distinct
from interfering features but overlap with their own line wings. The spectral signatures of HNO3
are complex and comparatively weak, and the capability of the codes to model channel spectra has
been tested on this species. HDO and N2O have been chosen to represent tropospheric species. HDO
allows the study of the e1ects of a strong decrease of VMR with increasing altitude on the retrievals,
e.g., the total column depends critically on the lowest part of the retrieved pro<le. Moreover, HDO
is extremely variable. Consequences of this high variability are investigated in Section 6.1 below.
N2O has been included to represent a species well mixed throughout the troposphere, providing the
opportunity to compare the application of strong inter-layer correlations in the tropospheric VMR
pro<le between the retrieval codes.

3.1. Spectra and auxiliary quantities

The intercomparison has been performed on a typical set of measured spectra. Table 1 summarizes
the characteristics of the three measurements that have been chosen. The spectra have been recorded
at two high-latitude NDSC sites with commercial spectrometers. All spectra were approximately
calibrated to absolute radiance units by normalizing to blackbody or globar source measurements,
and were interpolated to a spectral gridwidth of 1=(2∗ maximal optical path di1erence), to avoid
unnecessary computational e1ort in the analysis and to provide a diagonal noise covariance matrix.
The spectra are not numerically apodized.
The temperature and pressure pro<les have been taken from US National Centers for Environ-

mental Prediction (NCEP) analyses [41]. For altitudes above 45 km, the pro<le was merged with a
CIRA86 [42] monthly climatological mean. The calculation of the refracted solar angle was sepa-
rately performed by each code. The agreement is within 0:01◦.
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Table 1
Characteristics of measured spectra

Spectrum A Spectrum B Spectrum C

Location Thule (76.5 N, Kiruna (67.8 N, Kiruna (67.8 N,
68:7 W, 225 masl) 20.4 E, 420 masl) 20.4 E, 420 masl)

Instrument Bruker 120M Bruker 120HR Bruker 120HR
Date and e1ective UT March 4, 2002 February 22, 2001 March 15, 2002
time 16:46:45 11:39:58 07:57:00
E1. apparent solar 7:32◦ 11:70◦ 14:10◦

elevation
Optical path 257 180 180
di1erence (cm)
Field of view 3.86 2.39 1.91
(diameter, mrad)
Nominal RMS SNR 600 1000 1000
Detector type Photoconductive Photovoltaic InSb Photovoltaic InSb

MCT
Species analyzed O3, HNO3 N2O HDO

Table 2
The microwindows used for the intercomparison

Target species Interfering species Wave number ranges (cm−1)

O3 H2O, CO2, (HNO3) 782.56–782.86
788.85–789.37

HNO3 H2O, (CO2), OCS 868.3–869.59
872.80–874.00

HDO (CO2), CH4 2659.00–2661.00
2662.40–2664.20

N2O H2O, CO2, O3, CH4 2481.30–2482.60

In case of O3, HNO3, and HDO simultaneous <ts in two microwindows were performed. Interfering species in brackets
have not been <tted, but were taken into account in the radiative transfer calculation assuming mean climatological pro<les.

3.2. Spectral windows (microwindows)

For the analysis, appropriate sections of the spectrum are used. An extensive compilation of
microwindows used for ground-based retrievals can be found in [43]. The microwindows used for
the intercomparison are listed in Table 2. In addition to the dominating spectral features of the target
species, there are also spectral features of other species contained in each window. To compensate
for the variability of major interfering species, the assumed climatological pro<les are scaled in the
<t procedure. All interfering species taken into account in each microwindow by both SFIT2 and
PROFFIT9 are also listed in Table 2.
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Table 3
The layering scheme used for the intercomparison

0.2, 1.4, 2.6, 3.8, 5.0, 6.2, 7.4, 8.6, 9.8, 11.0,
12.2, 13.4, 14.6, 15.8, 17.0, 18.2, 19.4, 20.6, 21.8, 23.0,
24.2, 25.4, 26.6, 27.8, 29.0, 30.2, 31.4, 32.6, 33.9, 35.4,
37.1, 39.0, 41.1, 43.4, 45.9, 48.9, 52.4, 56.4, 61.4, 67.4,
74.4, 82.4

Given are the altitudes (km) of the 42 levels where the pro<les are sampled, enclosing the 41 layers of the model
atmosphere. In the case of the Thule spectrum, the observer is at 225 masl, just above the lowest level. For the case of
Kiruna, the observer is located at 420 masl, and the whole scheme is shifted upwards by 200 m for the analysis of Kiruna
spectra. See Section 3.4 for further details.

3.3. Spectroscopic data

The spectroscopic data used rely on the HITRAN 2000 database [44,45] with updates available
through October 2001. The HITRAN line parameters show very good agreement with the observed
spectra, as demonstrated by the spectral <ttings presented here. In the case of O3, the new line
parameters data given by Birk and Wagner [46] have been used. These parameters give an improved
<t to our observed data in the 780 cm−1 region. Both codes used identical spectroscopic data for
the target species as well as the interfering species.

3.4. Discretization of the atmosphere

For the purpose of numerical handling, the relevant continuous functions of altitude (pressure,
temperature, and number densities of each species) are modeled on a discrete scale. In general, the
layering scheme of the forward model can di1er from that of the retrieval code. The sampling used
for the retrieval must be chosen appropriately to represent all structures in the a priori and retrieved
VMR pro<les. The radiative transfer code has to represent well auxiliary pro<les of temperature
and number densities (determining partial and total column amounts). Since the computational e1ort
is directly connected to the number of layers used, schemes are preferred that ful<ll all sampling
conditions with the least number of layers.
Equidistant layering schemes yield too many layers at high altitudes where the impact on the

spectrum, the sensitivity of the retrieval and subsequent retrieved columns is negligible. Layering
schemes with equal partial columns in each layer lead to very coarse sampling at high altitudes on
the geometrical scale if the total number of layers is not to be too excessive. It is also desirable
to avoid large changes in consecutive layer thickness which complicate the setup of climatological
covariances. An optimized empirical scheme starts with equidistant and densely spaced levels at
the ground (∼ 1 km), and above the mid-stratosphere gradually changes to layer thicknesses on the
order of the scale height at the top of the model atmosphere.
For this intercomparison the layering scheme typically used in PROFFIT9 has been adopted. The

42 altitude levels listed in Table 3 are for the Thule spectrum (Table 1, A), observed at 225 masl.
These values were shifted upwards by 200 m for the analysis of the Kiruna spectra where the
observations are made at 420 masl. Although the layer boundaries may be the same, there is an
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important di1erence in interpreting the discrete atmospheric quantities in both codes. Each layer
of the input model atmosphere to SFIT2 as computed by FSCATM is de<ned by a lower altitude
boundary and thickness, number density, mass weighted pressure and temperature and mean VMR for
all included species. This scheme results in one less layer data point than the level-based PROFFIT9
model given the same input altitude grid. PROFFIT9 performs the retrieval on the level values
directly and assumes linear interpolation of the VMR pro<le and logarithmic interpolation of the
number density of air molecules between the levels. To match the vertical grids as close as possible,
the SFIT2 layering has been chosen in such a way, that the midpoint of each layer coincides with a
PROFFIT9 level. This necessitates a new boundary mid-way from the observer to the <rst PROFFIT9
level which has the desirable e1ect of equalizing the number of points in the altitude vectors of each
code. For the lowermost point of the pro<le, an altitude o1set of a quarter of the layer thickness
(300 m) is inevitable between the retrieved values. When needed, the lowermost point of the SFIT2
pro<le has been extrapolated to the lowermost PROFFIT9 level by linear extrapolation. Owing to
the di1erent interpretations of the discrete atmosphere inherent to the codes, the resolution kernel
matrices (see Section 4) are also not fully equivalent. A derivative of the spectrum with respect to
a component of the retrieval vector implies the assumption of a rectangular disturbance in the VMR
pro<le for SFIT2, whereas for PROFFIT9, the disturbance is of triangular shape.
To con<rm that the chosen layering scheme is appropriate, the total columns have also been

determined from the retrieved VMR pro<les interpolated to a <ner grid in accordance with the
implicit assumptions inherent to each code. In the case of PROFFIT9, 83 levels have been used
by introducing one additional level mid-way between each pair of the 42 levels speci<ed according
to Table 3. The p–T pro<les have also been interpolated to the <ne grid scheme, assuming linear
interpolation in T and log(p). In the case of SFIT2, a new ray-tracing calculation was performed onto
an altitude grid constructed similarly as above. The same forward models as for the original retrievals
were used to determine the total columns of the interpolated VMR pro<les. For all investigated
species, the total columns are practically unchanged from those retrieved using the 42-level grid as
shown in Table 4. A second condition to be ful<lled is that the vertical resolution o1ered by the
measurement must not be corrupted by the chosen discretization. This is equivalent to the requirement
that the resolution kernel matrix (see Section 4.1, Eq. (3)) must not contain any undersampled
structures. It is found that, by far, the narrowest structures emerge in the case of HDO pro<les near
ground, where the half-width reaches the order of the level spacing. Therefore, we conclude that the
chosen discretization is appropriate for general purposes. In the special case of HDO (and probably
also H2O) a slight improvement in vertical resolution near ground might be achievable by choosing
a denser level spacing in the lowest troposphere.

4. Quantitative intercomparison of retrieved trace gas pro#les

In this section, we introduce a procedure for evaluating the consistency of retrievals from the same
measurement. A primary data product of ground-based solar absorption measurements is the total
column derived from a spectral absorption feature by the retrieval code. The total columns deduced
by each code from the same measurements will be compared for all investigated species. A complete
evaluation of the results must also encompass di1erences in the pro<le shapes as well as the resolution
kernel matrices, which specify the altitude sensitivity and resolution of the results. In Section 4.1, we
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Table 4
Overview over retrieved total columns (m−2) for all runs. ‘Fine’ denotes retrievals performed on the subdivided layering
scheme. HDO columns are given in terms of total H2O assuming the HITRAN isotopic abundancies

Species and run Column SFIT2 Column PROFFIT9 Di1erence% (SFIT2− PROFFIT9)

O3, blind 1:481E + 23 1:515E + 23 −2:30
O3, matched 1:481E + 23 1:473E + 23 +0:54
O3, matched, <ne 1:481E + 23 1:473E + 23 +0:54
HNO3, blind 3:355E + 20 3:385E + 20 −0:89
HNO3, blind, <t of 3:354E + 20 3:377E + 20 −0:69
channelling
HNO3, matched 3:318E + 20 3:340E + 20 −0:65
HNO3, matched, <t of 3:370E + 20 3:352E + 20 +0.54
channelling
HNO3, matched, <ne 3:316E + 20 3:339E + 20 −0:70
HDO, blind 1:887E + 26 1:887E + 26 0.00
HDO, matched 1:889E + 26 1:887E + 26 +0.11
HDO, matched, <ne 1:887E + 26 1:887E + 26 0.00
N2O, blind 5:746E + 22 5:786E + 22 −0:70
N2O, matched 5:776E + 22 5:787E + 22 −0:19
N2O, matched, <ne 5:777E + 22 5:789E + 22 −0:21

will demonstrate that the intercomparison of two retrieval results is most favorable when identical
constraints are chosen, since otherwise the unknown true variability of the atmospheric state enters
the evaluation. Therefore, the most promising strategy of code intercomparison is to analyze the
di1erences of ‘matched’ results—results of retrievals applying identical constraints—in a variety of
situations. In Sections 4.2 and 4.3, quantitative measures of di1erences in the pro<les and resolution
kernel matrices will be constructed. A detailed description of inverse methods can be found in [47].

4.1. Intercomparison of retrievals on the same spectrum using diDerent constraints

The intercomparison of retrieved pro<les deduced from the same measurement while applying
di1erent constraints strongly resembles the task of investigating the consistency of remotely sounded
data by di1erent instruments. The latter kind of intercomparison has been investigated in detail by
Rodgers and Connor [48]. The modi<cation of the formalism given there for our purpose is outlined
in the following.
The optimal estimation solution vector x satis<es the equation

x = xa + (KTK + �2S−1
a )

−1KT[K(xtrue − xa) + �] (1)

for the case of a linear problem and uncorrelated spectral white noise of variance �2. The assumed
mean climatological state is xa, with assumed covariance matrix Sa. � denotes the noise vector
realized in the measured spectrum. K is the Jacobian (called weighting function matrix by some
authors), which collects the derivatives of the spectrum with respect to each retrieved variable. The
actual state realized during the measurement is xtrue. The gain matrix

G = (KTK + �2S−1
a )

−1KT (2)
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Fig. 1. Left: retrieval results assuming di1erent climatological covariances when analyzing O3 in the same spectrum.
The a priori covariance for run A was the purely diagonal covariance used for the matched run discussed in detail in
Section 5.1. The covariance shown in Fig. 19 (right panel) was used as a priori covariance for run B and was also used for
Sx in Eq. (5). Right: The one sigma error margins due to estimated atmospheric variability superimposed on the di1erences
of the pro<les. More points than expected lie outside the error margins, especially in the troposphere. For details see
Section 4.1.

speci<es, how each spectral gridpoint a1ects each component in the solution vector. The resolution
kernel matrix (called averaging kernel matrix by some authors)

A =GK (3)

speci<es how the retrieval smears out the <ne structure of the di1erence between the true state and
the assumed climatological state xtrue − xa. With the two sets of retrievals on the same spectrum
given, which are fully determined by x1; xa;1;G1;A1 and x2; xa;2;G2;A2, we transform the solutions
to a common a priori pro<le by modifying solution 1 as follows:

x̃1 = x1 + (1− A1)(xa;2 − xa;1): (4)

Now the covariance SWx of the di1erence x̃1−x2 can be determined. In contrast to the intercomparison
of two instruments with statistically independent noise vectors, the retrievals are applied to the same
spectrum with the same noise vector �. In this case, it follows that

SWx = (A2 − A1)Sx(A2 − A1)T + (G2 −G1)D(G2 −G1)T; (5)

where D is a diagonal matrix with Dii = �2. The true climatological covariance Sx is unknown, as
is the di1erence between the assumed climatological state xa;2 and the true climatological mean. In
Eq. (4), we assume that xa;2 represents the true climatological mean reasonably well and neglect
the additional term associated with the di1erence between xa;2 and the true climatological mean
in Eq. (5).
Fig. 1 illustrates the method for two PROFFIT9 retrievals of O3 performed on the same spectrum,

but assuming di1erent covariances. The symmetric envelope in Fig. 1 (right panel) overlayed on the
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di1erence in the pro<les are the error bars given by
√
SWx; ii. About half of the points lie within the

error bar given by the standard deviation, which is less than expected. This is probably due in large
part to an underestimated tropospheric variability of the pro<le, where most points lie outside the
quite narrow error margins. A tropospheric variability of about 10% (standard deviation) has been
assumed for the true tropospheric variability in Eq. (5), whereas the solutions tend to increase the
tropospheric a priori values by about a factor of 2. More sophisticated statistical tests can be per-
formed on the di1erence between the retrieved pro<les, but the inevitable drawback of the strategy
is that the atmospheric variability and climatological mean enter the evaluation process, which are
poorly known for many species. Although the method is fully appropriate in its original form to
compare sounding results of di1erent instruments, it is preferable to focus this intercomparison of
the retrieval codes by choosing identical constraints. It can be assumed that codes passing quanti-
tative tests in a variety of situations employing identical constraints on the same spectra are fully
consistent.

4.2. Measures of quality for the retrieved proEle

In this section, we de<ne measures of quality to quantify the discrepancies between retrievals
performed on the same spectrum. These measures should take the quality of the measured spec-
trum into account, since a higher data quality should lead to better retrievals and hence demands
a more accurate analysis procedure. An empirical measure of the currently achievable data qual-
ity is the noise level of the measurement. Alternatively, the variance of the <t can be used,
given by

�2 =
1
N
(ymeas − y<t)T(ymeas − y<t): (6)

y<t and ymeas denote the calculated and measured spectra, respectively. N denotes the number of
spectral gridpoints. The variance of the <t is typically larger than expected from the instrumental
noise level. Given the high SNR achievable in solar absorption measurements, spurious spectral
features can be detected in the residuals (see Figs. 4, 8, 12, and 16), which are connected to the
imperfect spectroscopic parameters and modelling, errors in the assumed atmospheric temperature
strati<cation, and instrumental imperfections. Thereby, referring to the instrumental noise level leads
to a more stringent requirement than referring to the variance of the <t. We will use the pure
instrumental noise level.
To construct quantities to be compared with the standard deviation � we start from the product

of the Jacobian and the di1erence of the VMR pro<les KVMR(x1 − x2). KVMR is the subset of
the Jacobian that contains the derivatives with respect to the VMR pro<le. Since each retrieval
incorporates a normalization of the spectra in each microwindow that does not a1ect the VMR
pro<les deduced, a further modi<cation of this residual spectrum is appropriate. The derivative of
the spectrum with respect to a scaling factor KS is used to minimize the standard deviation of the
residual spectrum d:

d = KVMR(x1 − x2)− KS(KTSKS)−1KTSKVMR(x1 − x2): (7)

The quantity Q, de<ned as the standard deviation of d divided by the noise level achievable in
practice, is a useful empirical estimate of the consistency of the retrievals. If Q is of order unity, the
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agreement of both retrievals is considered satisfactory, because the impact of the di1erence x1 − x2
on the spectrum is of the order of, or below, the noise level of the measurement.
The Q test is necessary, but not suMcient. The di1erence of the pro<les could still show oscillations

without increasing signi<cantly the residual spectrum as de<ned by Eq. (7), since the number of
linearly independent rows in the Jacobian is much smaller than the number of levels. For this reason,
we de<ne a second residual spectrum dabs according to Eq. (8):

dabs = KVMR(|x1 − x2|)− KS(KTSKS)−1KTSKVMR(|x1 − x2|): (8)

The standard deviation of dabs divided by the noise level, de<nes Qabs. Qabs is sensitive to oscillations
in the di1erence of the VMR pro<les because the absolute value of the di1erence x1 − x2 is used
in Eq. (8). A Qabs of order unity also indicates satisfactory agreement.
Whereas the intercomparison of retrieval results with identical constraints is straightforward in the

sense that identical results are expected, it is not clear what is to be expected if di1erent constraints
are applied. Especially, the Qabs criterion will no longer be full<lled. However, the quantity Q is
still useful because constraining the solution properly, should not prohibit a <t with a variance
near the minimum value among all solutions allowed (physically reasonable) by the retrieval code.
The variance increases markedly only if the solution is overconstrained [49]. Therefore, all pairs of
properly constrained solutions should still satisfy the (essential) Q criterion.

4.3. Intercomparison of resolution kernel matrices

Besides the resulting pro<les, the resolution kernel matrix given by Eq. (3) is needed for a
complete characterization of the retrieval. If a retrieved pro<le is to be compared with a pro<le
measured in situ the di1erence between the in situ pro<le and the climatological mean assumed in
the analysis has to be convolved with the resolution kernel matrix. Analogously, if the consistency
of co-located remotely sensed pro<les is to be examined, the di1erence in the associated matrices
enters the evaluation. Therefore, we include a comparison of these matrices for the matched runs to
demonstrate the full compatibility of the results. As for the pro<les themselves, we need a measure of
quality to decide whether the matrices are compatible given the current quality of measurement and
spectral modelling. Since the linearization of the inversion holds only approximately, the derivatives
that enter the calculation of the resolution kernel matrix in general depend somewhat on the assumed
pro<le. Especially, derivatives referring to the a priori pro<le may somewhat di1er from derivatives
referring to the solution pro<le. In the following, we refer to resolution kernel matrices that use
linearization around the solution pro<le. These are needed for instance for smoothing pro<les from
co-located measurements with high vertical resolution, e.g., sondes or LIDAR, to make the vertical
resolution of these pro<les comparable with the ground-based FTIR pro<le.
In the ideal case, the resolution kernel matrices in each pair of matched runs, A1 and A2 should

be identical. The errors emerging from the use of either the resolution kernel matrix A1 or A2 is of
the order of

Serr = (A1 − A2)TSa(A1 − A2); (9)

where Sa is the assumed covariance of the trace gas pro<le under consideration, and Serr is the
covariance of the expected error in the pro<le. The appearance of a covariance is unavoidable in
the evaluation of the resolution kernel matrices, since they mediate the propagation of features from
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the actual atmospheric state into the retrieved pro<le. For simplicity, we will assume the covariances
Sa to be diagonal in the error estimations given below. We will compare the diagonal elements√
Serr i; i with the climatological mean pro<le and with the error bars on the retrieved pro<le

√
Sinv i; i

associated with the spectral residuals of the <t

Sinv = �2GGT: (10)

If the errors due to the mismatch of the resolution kernel matrices are on the order of or below the
errors according to Eq. (10) in the altitude intervals where the partial columns are signi<cant, then
the agreement of the matrices is satisfactory.

5. Results

For each species results of two runs are shown: The <rst one is ‘blind’, using the standard
SFIT2 and PROFFIT9 retrieval procedure. The second run is the ‘matched’ case where equivalent
constraints are used (due to di1ering interpretations of the discrete layering of the model atmosphere
inherent to each code the matched constraints are not identical: see Section 3.4. for details). For
analyzing O3 and HNO3, spectrum A has been used, whereas HDO has been derived from spectrum
C. The N2O pro<les have been derived from spectrum B. Blind runs illustrate the impact of di1erent
but reasonable constraints on the retrieved pro<les and total columns. The Q and Qabs values for
these runs are given. If the codes are compatible, Q should be of order unity or below. Each pair of
matched results will also be examined using the Q and Qabs tests and the di1erences of the resolution
kernel matrices will be subject to the test outlined in Section 4.3. If the codes are compatible, both
Q and Qabs values should be of order unity or less for the case of matched runs. The di1erences
of the matrices should give rise to uncertainties on the order of, or less than the errors given by
Eq. (10).
A comparison of the resulting columns is given in Table 4 and the Q and Qabs values are listed

in Table 5. It should be noted that these values as well as the error margins for the di1erences in
the resolution kernel matrices are based on the pure noise level of the measurement (see Section
4.2). It seems unlikely that in the foreseeable future the residuals in the kind of measurements
investigated here will be lowered to such an extent that the acceptance margins adopted here become
unrealistically large.

5.1. O3

In Fig. 2, the blind results for O3 are shown. The SFIT2 results were generated assuming the
same uncorrelated percentage variability of the a priori at all levels. The PROFFIT9 results were
generated using a constraint on the <rst derivative of the pro<le on the log-VMR scale. Owing to
the di1erent constraints, the columns di1er by 2.3% (Table 4), but the Q value indicates reasonable
agreement (Table 5). The matched case was accomplished by repeating the PROFFIT9 analysis but
adopting the SFIT2 a priori and constraints from the blind run. In Fig. 3, the results for the matched
constraints case are shown. The columns agree within 0.5%, and the Qabs value is markedly reduced.
In Fig. 4, the <t to the measured spectrum is shown. The residuals near the line center are partly
due to a slight asymmetry of the instrumental line shape, which has been con<rmed by laboratory
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Table 5
Q and Qabs values for various pairs of runs

Compared set of results Q Qabs
(SFIT2 vs. PROFFIT9)

O3 blind run 0.83 9.2
O3 matched run 0.22 1.4
HNO3 blind run 0.46 6.2
HNO3 blind run (<t of channelling) 0.48 5.9
HNO3 matched run 0.10 0.89
HNO3 matched run (<t of channelling) 0.04 1.3
HDO blind run 1.3 15.0
HDO matched run 4.1 4.4
N2O blind run (Rinsland) 0.33 3.3
N2O matched run 0.42 0.57

For the measurement in the MCT detector band containing the O3 and HNO3 microwindows, a noise level of
4000 nW=(cm2 sterad cm−1) has been assumed. This is about 0.2% of the maximal continuum level in the bandpass
(SNR ∼ 600). For the measurements in the InSb detector band containing the HDO and N2O microwindows, a noise
level of 13000 nW=(cm2 sterad cm−1) has been assumed. This is about 0.1% of the nominal continuum level in the
bandpass (SNR ∼ 1000).
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Fig. 2. Retrieved pro<les for O3 blind run.

cell measurements using the same spectrometer, but has not been taken into account here. The
low-resolution structures are probably due to far wing e1ects and minor channelling, that has not
been <tted. The residuals of both codes are nearly identical. The agreement between the resolution
kernel matrices is also satisfactory (Fig. 5). Near ground level, the noise error margin is exceeded
but the absolute value is still much smaller than the climatological mean.
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Fig. 3. Retrieved pro<les for O3 matched run.
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Fig. 4. Fits and residuals for O3 microwindows, matched run.

5.2. HNO3

In Fig. 6, the blind results for HNO3 are shown. The SFIT2 results were generated by applying an
altitude-dependent uncorrelated percentage variability of the a priori peaking at 24 km. The PROF-
FIT9 results were generated using a constraint on the <rst derivative of the pro<le on the log-VMR
scale, and by forcing the pro<le to the a priori at the lowest and the top levels. Note, that the
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Fig. 5. Left: Resolution kernel matrix for O3, taken from PROFFIT9, matched run. Right: Kernel mismatch error, a true
variability of 20% over the whole altitude range has been assumed.
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Fig. 6. Retrieved pro<les for HNO3 blind run. (In case of the retrieved pro<les marked with ‘incl. chan.’ a <t of channelling
with 1:72 cm−1 period has been included.)

PROFFIT9 a priori is simply a straight line on the logarithmic scale assuming a VMR of 1 ×
10−4 ppmv at the bottom and a VMR of 4×10−9 ppmv at the top of the model atmosphere. In spite
of the quite schematic PROFFIT9 constraints, the agreement with the SFIT2 results is remarkably
good. A channel spectrum with frequency 1:72 cm−1 and about 1% amplitude has been detected in
the residuals. Therefore, the retrievals were also performed including a <t of channelling. The impact
of the low-resolution channelling on the retrieved pro<les is weak, slightly modifying each pro<le
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Fig. 7. Pro<les for HNO3 matched run. (In case of the retrieved pro<les marked with ‘incl. chan.’ a <t of channelling
with 1:72 cm−1 period has been included.)

near the ground. The agreement of the columns is better than 1% in both cases (Table 4), and as
the Q values indicate the results are compatible (Table 5).
In Fig. 7 the results for matched constraints are shown. For the matched case retrievals from

both codes were repeated using the PROFFIT9 a priori and common constraints. The total columns
agree well: if channelling is <tted the retrieved total column is increased consistently by 0.3%
(Table 4). The Q and Qabs criteria are ful<lled (Table 5). In Fig. 8, the two microwindow <t to
the measured spectrum is shown. The low-resolution structures are probably due to far wing e1ects
and some channelling. The residuals of both codes are nearly identical and are markedly reduced,
if the channelling is included in the <t. The agreement between the resolution kernel matrices is
also satisfactory (Fig. 9). Near ground level, the noise error margin is exceeded but the absolute
value of the climatological mean is very small, and the kernel mismatch error is still a fraction
of this.

5.3. HDO

In Fig. 10, the blind results for HDO are shown. The SFIT2 results are generated assuming a con-
stant percentage variability down to 12:4 km and then gradually reducing the constraint down to the
observation level. The lowest 12.4 km also includes a weak interlayer correlation. The PROFFIT9
results are generated using a constraint on the <rst derivative of the pro<le on the log-VMR-scale,
and by forcing the pro<le to the a priori at the highest level. The column values are in very good
agreement (Table 4), whereas the Q value slightly exceeds the unity boundary (Table 5). In case of
the isotopomer HDO, columns and pro<les refer to total H2O amounts, extrapolated from measured
HDO assuming the HITRAN isotopic abundancies. In Fig. 11, the matched HDO results are shown.
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Fig. 9. Left: resolution kernel matrix for HNO3, taken from PROFFIT9 (matched run without channelling). Right: Kernel
mismatch error, a true variability of 20% over the whole altitude range has been assumed.

For the matched run, both the SFIT2 and PROFFIT9 analyses are repeated adopting common con-
straints. The a priori VMR pro<le was taken from the PROFFIT9 blind run, and the same value
of uncorrelated percentage variability of the a priori over the whole altitude range is used. The Q
and Qabs tests are failed (Table 5). In the case of HDO, the extreme gradient in number density
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Fig. 10. Retrieved pro<les for HDO blind run. The pro<les are given in terms of total H2O assuming the HITRAN isotopic
abundancies.
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Fig. 11. Retrieved pro<les for HDO matched run. The pro<les are given in terms of total H2O assuming the HITRAN
isotopic abundancies.

invalidates our layering assumptions (Section 3.4), namely, that the two approaches to the dis-
crete model atmosphere are equivalent. However, since the total columns are in excellent agreement
(Table 4), we assume that the results of both codes are nevertheless compatible. Moreover, the
residuals which are dominated by spectroscopic errors in HDO and CH4 are nearly identical (Fig.
12), and the resolution kernel matrices are also consistent (Fig. 13).
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5.4. N2O

In Fig. 14, the blind results for N2O are shown. The multiple SFIT2 cases shown were submit-
ted by di1erent users who performed independent retrievals. Whereas all decided to use the same
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Fig. 14. Retrieved pro<les for N2O blind run.

mid-latitude a priori pro<le, the climatological covariances were uniquely chosen. Typically, the vari-
ability of the a priori increases with altitude and intercorrelations between layers were introduced, to
rePect the near constant mixing ratios due to the long lifetime in the troposphere. For the PROFFIT9
retrieval a lowered tropopause height was assumed and a smoothness constraint on the log-VMR
scale was applied, which is enhanced over the tropospheric part of the pro<le. The agreement among
the pro<les is very good and the total columns agree within 1%. All solutions, especially those with
weaker constraints, tend to develop some unusual structures in the stratosphere. For this reason,
we have included the N2O pro<le predicted by the KASIMA chemical transport model [50,51] in
Fig. 14. Indeed, the KASIMA pro<le agrees very well with the retrieved pro<les in the lower at-
mosphere and shows some structures that may be the seed of the oscillations seen in the retrieved
pro<les. Since the horizontal resolution of KASIMA is limited (4◦ × 4◦), and the retrieved pro<les
are convolved with the comparatively poor vertical resolution of the ground-based measurements, a
close agreement is not necessarily to be expected.
Fig. 15 shows the N2O matched results. In contrast to the retrievals for the other species an

interlayer correlation extending over the troposphere has been assumed. This generates a covariance
with nonzero o1-diagonal elements. Both SFIT2 and PROFFIT9 used identical covariances. The
pro<les agree well with both the Q and Qabs criteria being ful<lled (Table 5), and the columns
agreeing to within 0.2% (Table 4). Fig. 16 shows that the <ts have nearly identical residuals, and
Fig. 17 illustrates the agreement of the resolution kernel matrices.

6. Impact of re#ned constraints

In the practice of retrieval analysis on ground-based spectra, many investigators use empirical co-
variances with height-dependent variabilities and exponentially decaying inter-layer intercorrelations.
In this section, we demonstrate two possibilities beyond this standard choice of constraints which
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Fig. 15. Retrieved pro<les for N2O matched run.
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Fig. 16. Fit and residuals for N2O microwindow, matched run.

also might be combined: the <rst is the addition of a positivity constraint and the second is the con-
struction and use of re<ned climatological covariances to properly depict well-known atmospheric
processes as variability of tropopause height or down-welling of the stratospheric part of the pro<le.

6.1. Use of a positivity constraint

We <rst give some motivation for the log-VMR scale retrieval that has been invoked in the blind
runs performed with PROFFIT9. As shown in Table 4, and in Figs. 2, 6, 10, and 14, which display
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Fig. 17. Left: resolution kernel matrix for N2O, taken from PROFFIT9, matched run. Right: Kernel mismatch error, a true
variability of 30% over the whole altitude range has been assumed.

the blind results, the changes introduced by this technique are in general moderate. However, in case
of a species with high variability, e.g., HDO, pro<les far from the climatological mean do occur in
the atmosphere. The classical optimal estimation approach allows for negative VMRs in the retrieved
pro<le. Since the sensitivity to partial columns depends on altitude, the unphysical redistribution of
molecular number densities results in perturbed values for the total column.
In the following, we demonstrate this for the unusually dry conditions represented by spectrum B.

Assuming the same standard climatological pro<le and variability as in the matched runs shown
in Fig. 11, the retrieved HDO pro<le shows negative values. If a log-VMR constraint is applied
negative values are suppressed, and the total column is decreased by 1.1%. In Fig. 18, left diagram,
the pro<les retrieved on the log-VMR scale and on the linear scale are shown. The total column is
higher in case of the linear retrieval, because the sensitivity peaks between 1.5 and 3:5 km (Fig. 18,
right diagram): The negative VMRs are compensated for by increasing the VMR above and below.
Since the sensitivity is lower at the compensating altitudes, a larger total column results as compared
to a retrieval with positive contributions from all altitudes.

6.2. Use of a climatological covariance

It can be expected that extensive sets of remotely sensed data of stratospheric gases, e.g., from
MIPAS, TES, HIRDLS and SCIAMACHY, will be available soon. These observations will also
trigger further improvements in chemical transport models (CTMs). As a by-product of this process,
reliable climatological information will become available for many species. Improved a priori pro<les
and covariances will then be available and can be included in the retrieval process of ground-based
measurements, minimizing the bias due to the assumed constraints. In this section, we show how
to include re<ned constraints in the analysis and investigate the impact of re<ned constraints on the
retrieval results of the O3 example.
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Fig. 18. Left: Retrieved HDO pro<les for exceptionally dry conditions (spectrum B, Table 1). The negative VMR value
emerging in the case of a linear retrieval are suppressed by performing the inversion on a log-VMR scale. Right: The
total column sensitivity of the linear retrieval. The sensitivity peak coincides with the altitudes, where negative VMRs
occur. The pro<les are given in terms of total H2O assuming the HITRAN isotopic abundancies.

To generate a re<ned covariance we de<ne a climatological mean pro<le of O3 (identical to
the common a priori pro<le chosen in the section above), and generate a set of pro<les by intro-
ducing perturbations on this mean pro<le. The covariance is then deduced from this sample. The
perturbations are associated with well-known atmospheric processes. We include a variability of the
tropospheric part of the pro<le, a variability of the stratospheric part, a variability of tropopause
height, and a variable down-welling of the stratospheric part of the pro<le. The deduced covariance
is shown in Fig. 19, left diagram. It is quite smooth, since only a small set of parameters acting on
large parts of the whole pro<le was used and shows strong correlations as well as anti-correlations
that are not included in the constraints used in Section 5.1 above. We assume that this covariance
resembles a covariance that could be derived from a set of pro<les taken from a CTM or remotely
sensed data, since numerical di1usion e1ects in both horizontal and vertical directions or constrained
retrievals tend to smooth out the <ne details of the pro<les.
Unfortunately, this covariance cannot be used for the retrieval as is. Since the matrix is con-

structed from an e1ectively small set of variable parameters it is, in general, singular. The inverse
needed for the retrieval is not available. Performing an eigenvalue decomposition and neglecting
the contributions from eigenvectors associated with small eigenvalues allows to provide a modi<ed
inverse covariance in a numerically stable manner. However, this modi<ed covariance does not span
a fraction of the solution space large enough to stabilize the retrieval.
To stabilize the matrix, and to preserve most of the re<ned climatological information of the

set, additional statistical perturbations at each level are introduced. These perturbations obey a lo-
cal smoothness condition (Gaussian shaped with a width of a few altitude levels). The modi<ed
covariance is shown in Fig. 19, right diagram. It preserves a reasonable portion of the correlations
introduced by the physically motivated climatological variables and provides a stable retrieval. The
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new result is overlayed on the results from the above matched run. The additional information con-
tained in the re<ned covariance clearly propagates to the solution: the stratospheric part now shows
a signi<cant down-welling, while the maximum value of the climatological pro<le at about 35 km
is preserved, and the tropospheric part shows smaller vertical gradients (Fig. 20). The total column
is believed to be more accurate, but the change is small (reduction by 0.5%), since over a consid-
erable altitude range the solutions are dominated by the measurement and behave quite similarly.
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Nevertheless, over a range of actual observed atmospheric conditions improvements in the results by
employing realistic covariances should be expected and this should be more signi<cant in the case of
species with less informative spectral signatures than that of O3. Of prime importance to the NDSC
community is the evaluation of long time series data sets. Here, where a consistent retrieval method-
ology is highly desired, the use of a realistic climatological covariance to reduce inconsistencies will
be bene<cial.

7. Conclusions

By investigating retrievals of the species O3, HNO3, HDO, and N2O using both SFIT2 and
PROFFIT9 we demonstrated the quality and compatibility of the two codes. The initial blind runs
with reasonable, independently chosen, constraints indicate that typical column uncertainty budgets
for the investigated species can be expected to be on the order of 2% or below. It has been shown
in detail in the ‘matched’ cases that pro<les and total columns are in excellent agreement when
similar constraints are applied. The retrieved pro<les are compatible within the typical noise levels
currently achieved in high-resolution ground-based solar absorption measurements. The resolution
kernel matrices are in reasonable agreement when compared to the errors in the retrieved pro<les
due to the presence of noise. The columns agree to within 1% or better. SFIT2 and PROFFIT9
have been independently developed with regard to the retrieval codes, ray tracing and radiative
transfer algorithms and the smoothing of the calculated irradiated spectrum to match the spectrometer
instrument function. Therefore, it can be concluded that the excellent agreement found for the whole
set of test retrievals indicates a successful cross-validation of the codes. Moreover, we assume that
the remaining minor discrepancies are connected to the various decisions that the code designers have
to take in the process of the practical realization of retrieval algorithms in particular, the manner
in which atmospheric parameters are discretized. The level of discrepancies indicated by the test
runs can serve as a realistic estimation of uncertainty due to the forward modelling and the retrieval
procedure.
Further re<nements of ground-based retrieval algorithms have been developed and applied to

observational data that encompass positivity constraints and the use of full covariance matrices.
These re<nements yet to be fully explored by the community will likely produce more reliable
data time series. In summary, the results of this study enhance the methodology for establishing
self-consistency of the NDSC results and its applicability to validation of satellite data.
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